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     Absztrakt 
   ELŐZETES ÉSZREVÉTELEK A MESTERSÉGES INTELLIGENCIA (MI) 
SZABÁLYOZÁSÁRÓL 
   Kétség sincs afelől, hogy a technológiai fejlődés megállíthatatlan és afelől sem, hogy a 
jogalkotók sem tudnak teljes mértékben lépést tartani vele. Azonban mégis szükség van 
az új technológiák szabályozására és szabályozásuk revíziójára időről időre. Habár, a 
vizsgálatunk tárgyai a megvalósulás módozati, illetve az eltérő szabályozás lehetősége, 
amely a normabeli, kulturális/nemzeti különbségeknek/sajátosságoknak és ezek 
kombinációjának köszönhető. 
   Kulcsszavak: szabályzás, jog, irányítás, mesterséges intelligencia, 
   Diszciplínák: jogtudomány, IT, EU tanulmányok 
 
   Abstract 
   There is no doubt about the fact that the technological progress is unstoppable and not 
even the law makers can keep up with it wholeheartedly. Still, novel technologies need to 
be regulated and their regulation aches for revision time after time. Although, the subject 
of this study is the way how it is to be done, and the possible regulatory differences, 
owing to different norms in combination with national/cultural differences 
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   “It is change, continuing change, 
inevitable change that is the dominant 
factor in society today. No sensible 
decision can be made any longer without 
taking into account not only the world as 
it is, but the world as it will be....”  
(Isaac Asimov) 
 
   The distribution and application of new 
technologies is frequently accompanied 
with ambiguities as to their long-term 
(un)intended or unwelcomed impacts, 
concerning almost all walks of life, 
including, for instance, law/regulation, 
privacy or environmental protection and 
so on. New technologies also pose 
questions (and a considerable amount of 
concerns) about the restrictions of the law 
as the line between injurious/damaging 
and positive effects is regularly difficult to 
draw, and even to find. Still, I assume that 
the necessity to regulate and to revise 
regulations time after time cannot be 
questioned, although the way how to do it 
may differ, due to different norms in 
combination with cultural differences 
between countries seem to result in 
variances in the (practical) enactment, 
understanding and enforcement, not to 
mention compliance as well (Compliance 
is one of the major topics in the European 
Union but this dissertation will not go into 
this topic wholeheartedly, but to scratch its 
surface is unavoidable). It is even more 
burdensome for scholars to agree on an 
issue, such as regulation. Ronald Leenes, 
for instance, argues that “[a]nytime a new 
technology materializes, or when 
innovators and entrepreneurs come up 
with a novel way of doing business, calls 
for regulatory changes can be heard. These 
voices do not only come from students 
and Ph.D. students, who by definition still 
have a lot to learn, but also from 
developers, engineers, policymakers, and 
the odd scientist, who may quickly arrive 
at the conclusion that there is a regulatory 
disconnect in need of fixing (Brownsword, 
2008). Many people seem to suffer from 
the Flawed Law Syndrome: the 
(immediate) urge to call law or regulation 
outdated or flawed (disconnected) and the 
desire to fix the problems by addressing 
the law, rather than using other ways to 
mend the assumed gaps (‘Legal 
Solutionism)” (Leenes, 2019, 5-6. p.).  
   Obviously, the “other side”, the industry 
may also complain that the law required to 
be reformed. Industry typically brings 
forward two claims concerning the 
regulatory framework in their own field: 
first of all, that they are disproportionately 
constrained and, secondly that the rules are 
vague or imprecise, two of my primary 
aims are, first, to discuss why this 
vagueness may happen, and second, is to 
relate this ambiguity and elusiveness to 
novel technologies, such as drones, 
biometric systems, AI, and so on with the 
intention to find some practical solutions.    
   The reaction to make complaints about 
the regulatory framework seems to be the 
automatic reaction (of any sides) every 
time a novel technology appears, rather 
than exploring the actual state of the art 







(For instance, in the case of robotics, one 
can learn more info by: Leenes & others, 
2017). Some scholars argue that the next 
on the agenda might be robotics, probably, 
right after, drones, ICT, biometrics, 
biotechnology, nanotechnologies, and 
neuroscience-related technologies, since 
robotics can be considered as a next major 
broad field of technological improvement 
that necessitates the attention of regulators 
(For example: Leenes & others, 2017). As 
a matter of fact, the European Parliament, 
Committee on Legal Affairs  drafted its 
first report with recommendations to the 
Commission on Civil Law Rules on 
Robotics on 27 January 2017 /2015/ 
2103(INL). What can connect all these 
forms together is a sense that the 
technological products demonstrate some 
level of autonomy in their functioning  
(The question of autonomy is one of the 
major motivators of debates concerning 
AI, robots, or drones as well.), which gives 
an innovative edge to the interaction 
between humans and technology; and it is 
this characteristic, for instance, that makes 
robotics as a relevant field for regulators 
and regulation scholars to examine.  
   Technology and regulation are frequent-
ly seen and portrayed as opponents or 
oppositions. Since technology often sym-
bolizes different kinds of markets, enter-
prises, and progression, while regulation 
embodies government, bureaucracy (and 
its apparatuses), and restrictions to growth 
and development. Jonathan B. Wiener 
argues that “[t]he modern regulatory era, 
beginning in the 1960s, has regularly pitted 
calls to restrain technological risk through 
regulation against the competing concern 
that regulation could unduly hobble new 
technology and progress.  
   In the 1970s that debate focused on 
technologies such as nuclear power, 
supersonic transport, and food additives. 
Today the debate continues as fears of 
technologies such as electromagnetic 
fields, greenhouse gas emissions, and 
genetically modified foods spark new calls 
for precautionary regulation (Wiener, 
2004, 443. p.).  
   Also, in the 1980s the so-called space 
technology started to bloom, and in the 
1990s technologies using virtual space 
started their march (see, for example: 
Klemens, 2010; to get more on AIs, 
Maloof, 2017). 
   In the 1990's the ownership and control 
of information generated by British sci-
ence base has been transformed by a com-
bination of regulatory changes designed to 
promote "the creation of wealth." The 
Regulation of Science and Technology 
(Studies in Regulation), edited by Helen 
Lawton-Smith, offers us a unique set of 
perspectives on a different regulatory 
mechanisms set out to achieve this. The 
contributors use and rely on a large 
amount of data and analysis to give a 
critique of political, economic, ethical, 
technological, and geographical issues 
connected to the allocation of resources to 
science and technology, the control and 
use of the information generated in the 








   As a matter of fact we also use 
telephones/cells, drones biometric 
systems, robots, AIs, too. Regulation is 
usually depicted as a single kind of rule or 
strategy. Jonathan B. Wiener states that 
”regulation is treated as if it comes in one 
type and has only one effect on 
technology, like an engine transmission 
that can shift into only forward or reverse. 
In reality, just as there are many different 
types of technologies (Wiener, J. B., 2004, 
443. p. – see also: Bunch & Hellemans, 
2004; or McClellan & Dorn, 2006), there 
are many different types of regulations. To 
name some, different regulatory appa-
ratuses and mechanisms, such as techno-
logy requirements, performance stand-
ards/criteria, taxes, tradable allowances, 
and information disclosure, are assumed to 
have different effects on technological 
progress, and there might be other 
important consequences, concerning, for 
example property or privacy issues.  
   It is therefore clear that we need to break 
out of the narrow confines of risk 
assessment and develop an enlarged 
framework for thinking about and 
assessing technology in the context of 
public policy” (Chapman, 2007, 2. p.). 
Also, one may pose the question: Is the 
kind of regulatory tool important? Does it 
matter? Yes, it is. It does matter, indeed 
(Wiener, 1999). Technology requirements 
are supposed to embrace the intention to 
“force” industry to upgrade or to improve, 
and might foster the distribution of 
existing technology throughout the entire 
sector of industry. But then again, 
paradoxically, it also have an effect that 
may discourage or stagnate innovation of 
novel technologies by (over)specifying a 
particular technology and promising or 
guaranteeing no motivations or encourage-
ments for further progresses (Breyer, 1982, 
105. p.). Once requirements are 
authorised, the players of that certain 
sector have even fewer incentives to invent 
a better method. The reason is that the 
government is typically lags behind 
technology, as compared to industry, and 
because regulations almost always take 
years to spread and enforce, the ‘‘best 
technology’’ authorised by regulation may 
often be inferior to the best that industry 
could actually install. To put it simply with 
no intention to blame either the regulators 
or the industry/technology, industry and 
technology, and by implication innovation 
and invention, do not stop to wait for the 
cavalry of regulatory forces to arrive, 
though they do arrive with full forces, 
which is often not so well-thought of.   
   Although the recent developments of 
the issues above may be seen with a future 
prospective by Harry Armstrong and Jen 
Rae, they argue that “(…) regulation has 
struggled to be more future-facing, largely 
unequipped to cope with more fluid, fast 
moving technological development, 
preferring to let markets decide the 
direction of travel and intervening later as 
issues begin to surface. Anticipatory 
regulation helps reframe regulation as a 
supportive tool for the responsible 
development and use of new technologies 







methods are helping regulators do this in 
three important ways: Firstly, re-
gulators/regulation can better support 
innovation as it emerges. Secondly, 
regulators/regulation can drive innovation 
directly. Lastly, regulators/regulation can 
respond faster or act pre-emptively to 
prevent public harm” (Armstrong & Rae, 
2017). Also, they state that “[a]s 
technologies create new products and 
services, and disrupt existing competitive 
advantage in the global market, creating a 
dynamic and flexible regulatory environ-
ment could secure the industries that will 
drive growth and create jobs” (Armstrong 
& Rae, 2017). Although, some scholars 
may ask as well: Do novel “smart” 
technologies such as AI, robotics, smart 
drones and devices, social media, and 
automation threaten to disrupt the whole 
fabric of our society? (Though it seems 
futuristic, many movies and series have 
already attempted to answer some 
repercussion of the introduction of a novel 
technology, such as an AI. One of the best 
example is Humans, which is a science 
fiction tv series that premiered on Channel 
4, and was written by the British team Sam 
Vincent and Jonathan Brackley, based on 
the Swedish science fiction drama Real 
Humans, the series focuses on the themes 
of artificial intelligence and robotics, 
concentrating on the socio-cultural, and 
psychological impact of the intro-
duction/invention of anthropomorphic 
robots called "synths". It includes debates 
on the right and liability of high-tech AIs, 
and their legal status as well.) Or does 
technological innovation hold the 
potential to reform/transform our 
democracies, civic societies and le-
gal/regulatory “attitude”, creating ones 
that are more equal and liable or the 
opposite? Do we need to raise our voices 
or concerns or does the so-called 
regulation of technology happen, 
normatively or otherwise, smoothly? We 
appear to live an age of never-ending, 
multifaceted and disruptive technological 
innovation, one may ponder upon the 
ideas what, when, and how to structure 
regulatory interventions. Visibly, to answer 
these questions have become more and 
more challenging and for obvious reasons, 
demanding. Those who attempt to regulate 
often find themselves in a surrealistic and 
contradictory situation where they believe 
they are supposed to decide on either hasty 
action, for instance, regulations without 
crucial facts (As it will be shown later in my 
chapter on drone technology, in that case 
even the terminology blurred by the lack of 
consensus. As far as terminology is 
concerned, drones mainly refer to aerial 
vehicles, which can fly with no human 
operator or without any human assistance.  
   However, for regulatory purposes, it 
should be admitted that many countries 
and international organizations have 
already accepted and formed wide-ranging 
definitions. In general aviation and space-
related phraseology, a ‘drone’ usually 
related to any vehicle that can operate on 
multiple surfaces and/or in the air without 
the assistance of a human being on board 







manufacturer has to go through a 3-to-5-
year process to get hold of a type 
certificate, which allows the issuance of a 
standard airworthiness certificate, the 
small UAS would be technologically 
outdated and “old-fashioned” by the time 
it could complete the certification process. 
For more information, see: Notice of 
Proposed Rulemaking [NPRM]: DOT-
FAA, 2015, 9544, 9549.), or reserving to 
do nothing. Unsurprisingly, in such a case, 
caution tends to surpass risk. But, I 
assume, such caution purely functions as a 
kind of reinforcement of the status quo 
and it seems that it makes it harder for new 
technologies to enter the market in time. 
Though time after time some solution 
surfaces, one of the solutions might be 
offered by Mark Fenwick, Wulf A. Kaal 
and Erik P.M. Vermeulen. In their study, 
Regulation Tomorrow: What happens 
when technology is faster than law?, they 
suggest that law-making and regulatory 
design need to become more proactive, 
dynamic and responsive (Fenwick, Kaal & 
Vermeulen, 2017). The reformation of the 
regulatory framework to address escalating 
and mounting regulatory concerns related 
to disruptive novel technologies has 
turned out to be a central issue in the world 
(See also: Scherer, 2016; or Zetzsche & 
others, 2017) (Anne Chapman, for 
instance, decided to choose to examine the 
regulation of chemicals, to see why the 
regulatory system was so ill equipped to 
address the issues raised by endocrine 
disruption. She was concerned and felt that 
treating chemicals as isolated entities 
became the part of the problem, that was 
why her research turned out to be an 
investigation into how we think about and 
publicly assess technologies, taking 
synthetic chemicals as her prime example. 
See: Chapman, 2007).  
   Preparing a regulatory framework that is 
supposed to guarantee the safety of both 
the users and the public at the same time, 
while assisting the commercial use and 
consumers’ pleasure and satisfaction of a 
novel technology does not seem to be an 
easy and stress-free task. Also, the question 
of how and what to regulate may bring up 
even more questions and concerns 
(Butenko & Larouche, 2015, 52, 72. p.). 
Nowadays, it seems even more relevant, 
since innovation is more rapid (similarly to 
its development) and the global distributi-
on of that technology is much faster, faster 
than ever before (See, for instance, 
McGrath, 2013. Or Brownsword & 
Somsen, 2009). It is not difficult to imagine 
that such condition do not really support 
the burdensome work of regulators, thus it 
is often observed that regulators find it 
difficult to keep up with the rapid 
development of innovation/technology 
(See Marchant, Allenby & Herkert (Eds.), 
2011) ("Moore's Law notoriously states 
that the 'functional capacity of ICT 
products roughly doubles every 18 
months', with the same dynamics 
manifesting in biotechnology, and namely 
in sequencing human genome. As a result, 
regulating innovation involves what is 
called a 'pacing problem' in the academic 







regulatory connection' or 'regulatory 
disconnection' in European-based scholar-
ship." (Butenko & Larouche, 2015); "The 
'pacing problem' generally refers to the 
situation when technology develops faster 
than the corresponding regulation, the 
latter hopelessly falling behind. The 
metaphor of 'the hare and the turtle' is 
often brought up as a comparison. As 
summarized by Marchant and Wallach, 'at 
the rapid rate of change, emerging 
technologies leave behind traditional 
governmental regulatory models and 
approaches which are plodding along 
slower today than ever before'." (Butenko 
& Larouche, 2015)) (Marchant & Wallach, 
2015). 
   The view and the justification of the 
necessity of risk assessment can be linked 
and supported by Rosario Girasa, who 
argues that Artificial intelligence (AI) is the 
state-of-the-art technological (r)evolution 
which keeps transforming the global 
economy and can be seen as a key part of 
the “Fourth Industrial Revolution.(Girasa, 
2020, 70-80. p.)” Her book discusses the 
meaning, types, (sub)fields and 
applications of AI, as well as U.S. 
governmental policies and regulations, 
ethical and privacy issues, predominantly 
as they relate to and affect facial 
recognition programs and the Internet-of 
Things (IoT). There is a lengthy analysis of 
prejudice, and favourism, AI’s effect on 
the recent and future job market, and how 
AI triggered fake news. The evident doom 
of the present regulatory systems/laws, 
concerning new technologies, is based on 
the fact that the progress of technology is 
obviously unstoppable, one may not find a 
single solution for such a complex and 
widely debated issue as the regulation of 
novel technologies without bumping into 
more and more and newer concerns 
related to privacy applying all meaning of 
it. But I need to emphasize the point that 
my doomsday attitude, regarding the 
regulation of novel tech, where a drone or 
an IA, for instance, is just a fine example 
besides mobile/cell phones or biometrics, 
I do not mean to argue that law makers are 
not up to their task, on the contrary. What 
I really endeavour to highlight is the fact 
that legal regulations and laws are destined 
to lag behind because of the inherent 
nature of the relationship between 
technology and law. Thus, I may opt for a 
revisionist (Through my chapters, I intend 
to use the expressions, such as revision, 
revisionist, and perfectionist, as my own 
coinage/tecnicus terminus as I have 
defined.) regulatory system instead of the 
existing perfectionist one. In order to 
avoid being misunderstood, I state that a 
revisionist method to deal with regulation 
of novel technologies may not attempt to 
construct flawless system of laws, since the 
liaison between law and technology can 
foreshadow a constant need for revision, 
as opposed to this, a perfectionist law-
maker feels the need and the urge to create 
a “perfect” laws and regulatory systems in 
order to assume to fulfil the 
traditional/classical ideology based on 







my stand does not mean that we do not 
need legal certainty and continuity.  
 
 
 “Things do change. The only question is 
that since things are deteriorating so 
quickly, will society and man’s habit 
change quickly enough?”  – Isaac Asimov 
 
   AI: dawn of the human factor 
   – basics and definition(s) 
   The first challenge one needs to face is 
the definition of AIs because even the 
terms “artificial intelligence” and “in-
telligent human behaviour” are not well-
defined, however. Artificial intelligence 
designates the work processes of machines 
that would necessitate intelligence if 
performed by humans. The term “artificial 
intelligence” thus means “investigating 
intelligent problem-solving behaviour and 
creating intelligent computer systems” 
(See: Lackes, & Siepermann, Künstliche 
Intelligenz) To go even deeper, we need to 
consider the fact that, at least, two kinds of 
artificial intelligence can be identified, the 
so-called weak artificial intelligence when 
the computer is simply an instrument for 
studying or probing cognitive processes, 
and the computer simulates intelligence. 
The other one is called strong or general 
artificial intelligence, when the processes in 
the computer are intellectual, self-learning 
processes. Computers can comprehend by 
means of the right software/programming 
and are able to optimise their own 
behaviour on the basis of their former 
behaviour and their experience (see, for 
exaple: Kerns, 2017). This comprises 
automatic networking with other 
machines, which leads to a dramatic 
scaling effect. It is also important to note 
that according to European commission 
“[a]rtificial intelligence (AI) refers to 
systems that display intelligent behaviour 
by analysing their environment and taking 
actions – with some degree of autonomy – 
to achieve specific goals.( Communication 
from the Commission too the European 
Parliament…)” .Artificial intelligence and 
related technologies are altering, forming 
and reforming both the law and the legal 
profession. Particularly, technological 
progresses in fields ranging from machine 
learning to more cutting-edge robots, 
including sensors (with hyper sensitivity), 
virtual realities, algorithms, biometrics 
(See, for instance, a recent study on the 
subject: National Academies of Sciences, 
Engineering), drones, self-driving cars, and 
more sophisticated “human-like” robots 
are creating different/novel and formerly 
unimagined challenges for regulators (One 
of the best and up-to-date (though bulky) 
examples:  a three-volume research 
conducted by the  National Academies of 
Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 
Hamilton & others, 2020a; Hamilton & 
others, 2020b; Hamilton & others, 2020c).  
   Among many others, AI (some of the 
legal problems and concerns have already 
been brought up movie makers / writers. 
For example, A.I. Artificial Intelligence –
also known as A.I. ) is a 2001 American 
science fiction drama film directed by 







Spielberg and screen story by Ian Watson 
were loosely based on the 1969 short story 
"Super toys Last All Summer Long" by 
Brian Aldiss. The movie also carries a hint 
of "The Adventures of Pinocchio, Le 
avventure di Pinocchio, is a novel for 
children by Italian author Carlo Collodi, 
written in Pescia, his work Can be seen as 
an early example of an AI. It is about the 
mischievous adventures of an animated 
marionette named Pinocchio and his 
father, a poor woodcarver named 
Geppetto. It was originally published in a 
serial form as La storia di un burattino in 
one of the earliest Italian weekly magazines 
for children, starting from 7 July 1881. All 
kinds of concerns and issues are brought 
up by the creators, including the rights of 
AIs, the regulation on their production, 
liability for “wrong-doing,” privacy issues, 
and so on. 
   The European Association for Artificial 
Intelligence EurAI (formerly ECCAI) was 
established in July 1982 as a representative 
body for the European Artificial 
Intelligence community. Its aim is to 
promote the study, research and 
application of Artificial Intelligence in 
Europe. The next European Conference 
on AI (ECAI 2020) will take place in 
Santiago de Compostella. The conference 
was originally scheduled for June but due 
to the COVID19 situation it will take place 
at the end of August and the first week of 
September. The theme of the conference 
is "Paving the way towards Human-
Centric AI" For more information, visit: 
https://www.eurai.org/), drones, bio-
metric systems and their disruptive 
capabilities present a conspicuous example 
for the ability to pose a disruptive potential 
and regulatory challenges related to such 
disruption in the existing regulatory 
framework. AI seems an even more 
complicated issue because national and 
international law do not presently 
recognize Al as a subject of law, Al does 
not have legal personality and as such 
cannot be held personally liable for 
damages (Hresko Pearl, 2017). It must be 
admitted that AI might be able to do much 
good, including by making products and 
processes safer, it can raise concerns as 
well by doing harm. The harm may be both 
physical and immaterial. The might be as 
follows, safety and health of individuals, 
including loss of life, damage to property, 
intrusion of privacy, limitations to the right 
of freedom of expression, human dignity, 
or even discrimination, and can be in 
connection with a great variety of risks 
or/and threats (See the works by Isaac 
Asimov. He has already presented some 
major issues, concerning robots and AIs.). 
Evolving combinations of artificial 
intelligence, big data, and the applications 
have already been paid substantial 
attention concerning privacy/con-
fidentiality and other ethical issues. 
Scholars feel the need to address 
comprehend these issues systematically 
and find mechanisms of addressing them 
that include stakeholders, civil society, to 
guarantee and safeguard that the benefit(s) 
of these novel technologies outweigh their 







   Information and communication tech-
nologies (ICTs) have long been docu-
mented and realized as having significant 
impacts   on social, legal and economic 
arenas. As a consequence, they often seen 
as factors that cannot exist without 
regulatory supervision and, in addition, 
they call for ethical and social evaluation. 
Presently, one can observe two inter-
twining progresses that have the potential 
to add significantly and critically to the 
benefits of ICTs but that can also have 
undesirable effects on ethics and human 
rights. One of them is an accelerated rate 
of production and collection of big data, 
and the other one is novel ways of 
analysing and using this data. These two 
have been able to cloud other impacts, 
such as privacy concerns, not related to 
data protection. There are several ethical 
and human/personality rights issues/con-
cerns, such as  privacy, loss of employ-
ment, consent, identity, dual use, trust, 
power asymmetries, justice fairness, 
inequality, autonomy/agency discri-
mination, security, inclusion and so on 
(Stahl & Wright, 2018). Artificial 
intelligence (AI) and big data analytics are 
the key technological drivers of what we 
call “smart information systems” (SIS). 
Examples of such intelligent socio-
technical systems abound – Google’s 
search engine, Google Translate, 
Amazon’s recommendation system, 
Amazon’s Alexa home assistant, Face-
book’s likes, smartphones with GPS 
tracking, predictive policing systems, 
automated share dealing, healthcare and 
surgery robots, personal fitness ap-
plications, virtual and augmented reality, 
and many others, ranging from social 
network data analysis for advertising to 
traffic data prediction for energy 
conservation (Stahl & Wright, 2018). 
When Stahl, Bernd Carsten Stahl and 
David Wright have coined the term SIS to 
point to a novel progress, the technologies 
elaborated on have a long history, as do 
some of the ethical questions they can be 
related to, such as privacy and data 
protection. A lot of the SIS use personal 
data, thus protecting such data is therefore 
an essential step to avoid growing 
concerns.  
   Many of the novel features of the 
European General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR) explicitly address the 
impact of SIS. Most of the new the novel 
features relevant to SIS are breach 
notifications, hefty financial penalties, data 
protection impact assessments(Privacy 
Impact Assessment), privacy by design 
(Privacy by Design Strong Privacy 
Protection…), and the so-called right to be 
forgotten (GDPR). Thus, a regulatory 
framework is supposed to focus on how to 
minimise the numerous risks of potential 
harm, particularly, the most noteworthy 
ones. The main risks associated with the 
usage of AI concern the application of 
rules/regulations intended to protect 
fundamental rights, including personal 
data and privacy protection and non-
discrimination), as well as safety and those 
concerns/issues related to and dealing 







what an AI is, is often asked by both 
experts and fans as well. Modern 
Information Technologies and the dawn 
of machines/mechanisms power-driven 
by artificial intelligence (AI) have already 
had a great influence on the world, 
including almost all walks of life in the 21st 
century (See, for instance, Anderson, 
Rainie & Luchsinger, 2018). Workstations, 
computers, CPUs, algorithms and 
software make simpler everyday tasks, and 
it is difficult to envision how most of our 
life could be succeeded without them. 
Nevertheless, is it also unmanageable to 
imagine how most process steps or stages 
could be accomplished without the human 
factor? The famous name behind the idea 
of AI is John McCarthy (Lischka & 
McCarthy, 25.10.2011), who began his 
ground-breaking research on this subject 
in 1955 and his assumption was that each 
and every aspect of learning and other 
domains of intelligence can be described 
so precisely and accurately that they can be 
computer-generated or simulated by a 
machine.  Since 1948, McCarthy has been 
doing researching on artificial intelligence. 
The term, IA, was actually used by 
McCarthy in 1955 in a research application 
written with the legendary computer 
scientists Claude Shannon, Marvin Minsky 
and Nathaniel Rochester. The basic 
assumption of the scientists: "Every aspect 
of learning and other characteristics of 
intelligence can in principle be described 
so precisely that a machine can simulate it." 
From 1965 to 1980, McCarthy led the 
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory at 
Stanford University. Three years later, in 
1958, McCarthy developed the 
programming language Lisp, an acronym 
for List Processing, it refers to the 
structure of the source code of programs 
written in Lisp, which consists basically of 
lists. Joseph Weizenbaum programmed his 
legendary program Eliza in Lisp. Written 
questions are answered by the software, 
using natural language, which is considered 
to be a breakthrough or a revolutionary 
leap in computer-assisted language 
processing (Lischka & McCarthy, 
25.10.2011.) The regulation of artificial 
intelligence can be seen as the expansion 
of public sector policies and laws for 
stimulating and regulating artificial 
intelligence (AI); (Berryhill & others, 
2019)(Barfield, & Pagallo, 2018) it is 
therefore related to the broader regulation 
of algorithms. The regulatory and policy 
landscape for AI is an emerging issue in 
jurisdictions globally, including in the 
European Union (Gesley & others, 2019) 
(Report from the Commission to the 
European Parliament…). Regulation is 
considered necessary to both encourage 
AI and manage associated risks (Buiten, 
2019) (Wirtz, Weyerer, & Geyer, 2019). 
Regulation of AI through mechanisms 
such as review boards can also be seen as 
social means to approach the AI control 
problem (Sotala & Yampolskiy, 2014). 
Some of the possible solutions can be find 
in an article, titled Solutions to address 
AI’s anticipated negative impacts by Janna 
Anderson and Lee Rainie. They assume 







solutions to the troublesome future 
produced by AI can be the following: first, 
improving collaboration across borders 
and stakeholder groups; second, 
developing policies to assure that 
development of AI will be directed at 
augmenting humans and the common 
good; and third, shifting the priorities of 
economic, political and education systems 
to empower individuals to stay ahead in 
‘the race with the robots’ (Anderson & 
Rainie, 2018).” 
 
   Regulation of AI in the European 
Union: Europe as a leader in 
trustworthy Artificial Intelligence  
   Europe has everything it needs to 
become a world leader in Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) systems that can be safely 
used and applied. It has outstanding 
research centres, secure digital systems and 
a strong position in robotics as well as 
competitive manufacturing and services 
sectors, covering almost all walks of life 
imaginable. The so-called White Paper 
presented today, presented by the 
Commission envisions a framework for 
reliable Artificial Intelligence, based on 
quality and trust. In partnership with the 
private and the public sector, the target is 
to mobilise resources and to create the 
proper and reasonable drives to accelerate 
deployment of AI, including by smaller 
and medium-sized enterprises. This 
European Union intends to work with its 
Member States and the research 
community, to promote, attract and keep 
talents. Since AI systems can be and are 
intricate and bear noteworthy risks in 
certain contexts, such as privacy issues and 
concerns. Thus, building trust is vital. 
Clear rules need to address high-risk AI 
systems without putting too much burden 
on less risky ones. As always, there are 
strict EU rules for consumer protection, to 
address unfair commercial practices and to 
protect personal data and privacy, are still 
to be applied. As for high-risk cases, such 
as in health, policing, privacy, or transport, 
AI systems are supposed to be transparent, 
traceable and guarantee human over-
sight/inaccuracy. As for lower risk AI 
applications, the Commission envisages a 
voluntary labelling scheme if they apply 
higher standards. All AI applications are 
welcome in the European market as long 
as they comply with EU rules (White 
Paper: On Artificial Intelligence…).  AS 
customary in the EU, risk analyses must be 
done in advance in a company in order to 
protect employees when they work with 
robots. Furthermore, the so-called 
Machinery Directive sets a minimum 
standard/requirement that all machine 
products in Europe must meet. The 
Directive also provides for a manu-
facturer’s risk assessment for any machine. 
The term machinery is defined as: an 
assembly, fitted with or intended to be 
fitted with a drive system other than 
directly applied human or animal effort, 
consisting of linked parts, at least one of 
which moves that are joined together for a 
specific application. Therefore robots are 
“machinery” for the purposes of the 







operated till a safety briefing concerning 
the individual workplace of the employee 
working with the machinery has taken 
place. It is also suggested to regulate the 
use of the systems by establishing policies. 
If technical hitches with the system 
happen, these incongruities must also be 
included by the manufacturer of the 
machinery in its risk assessment. (Directive 
2006/42/EC Of The European 
Parliament)  
 
   The White Paper  
   In 2017, the European Parliament issued 
a Resolution calling on the Commission to 
come up with innovative resolutions 
centred on civil law that could reply 
(effectively) to the prompt current 
development of robotics and AI. The 
Resolution, with an idea or intention of 
aiming for the preparation of new tort law 
concentrating on robots, proposes that a 
new definition of robot should be 
prepared. Responding to the Resolution, 
Paweł Księżak and Sylwia Wojtczak has 
prepared a study, which is made up of a 
legal-cognitive-linguistic analysis. It draws 
three conclusions: the first conclusion is 
that the definitional method is not the best 
approach to determining the scope of the 
regulation of robotics and AI; the second 
one is that the Resolution is flawed by 
supposing that a new civil law solution 
should turn on differentiating between AI 
and robots and that robots should be 
treated as central in defining the scope of 
the regulation; and, lastly, that any new 
norms should be deep-seated in the 
concept of AI and not, as suggested and 
offered by the Resolution, in the concept 
of robot (Księżak, & Wojtczak, 2020). 
According to the European Commission, 
and the rapid development and progress of 
Artificial Intelligence cannot be denied. It 
will have the potential to alter or even 
revolutionize our lives by improving 
healthcare, for instance, by making 
diagnosis more precise, allowing enhanced 
methods of prevention of illnesses, 
increasing the efficiency of production 
systems through predictive maintenance, 
or by improving the efficiency of other 
sectors, such as agriculture, environmental 
protection, or the security sector, and this 
list may go on.. Simultaneously, The EC 
argues that Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
involves numerous potential risks, such as 
opaque decision-making, gender-based 
and/or bias or other kinds of 
discrimination, intrusion in our private 
lives or, this novel technology can be used 
for criminal purposes as well. Since global 
competition has never been so 
competitive, a firm European approach is 
required, with bearing in mind the 
European strategy for AI presented in 
April 2018 (AI for Europe, 
COM/2018/237). A working definition 
can be, though it may be simple that AI can 
be defined as a collection of technologies 
that combine data, algorithms and 
computing power. Progresses in comput-
ing and the growing availability of data are 
therefore strategic drivers of the recent 
expansion of AI. Europe has the potential 







assets with a high-grade digital infra-
structure and a regulatory framework 
constructed on its fundamental values and 
principles to turn into a global leader in 
innovation in the data economy and its 
applications as set forth in the European 
data strategy (Communication from the 
Commission to the European 
Parliament…). The White Paper, pre-
sented by European Commission in 19. 
February, 2020, offers policy alternatives 
in order to facilitate a dependable and safe 
improvement of AI in Europe, with 
respect to the (core) values and rights of 
EU citizens.  
   The main building blocks of this White 
Paper are: “The policy framework setting 
out measures to align efforts at European, 
national and regional level. In partnership 
between the private and the public sector, 
the aim of the framework is to mobilize 
resources to achieve an ecosystem of 
excellence along the entire value chain, 
starting in research and innovation, and to 
create the right incentives to accelerate the 
adoption of solutions based on AI, 
including by small and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs). The key elements of a 
future regulatory framework for AI in 
Europe that will create a unique ecosystem 
of trust. To do so, it must ensure 
compliance with EU rules, including the 
rules protecting fundamental rights and 
consumers’ rights, in particular for AI 
systems operated in the EU that pose a 
high risk. Building an ecosystem of trust is 
a policy objective in itself, and should give 
citizens the confidence to take up AI 
applications and give companies and 
public organisations the legal certainty to 
innovate using AI.  
   The Commission strongly supports a 
human-centric approach based on the 
Communication on Building Trust in 
Human-Centric AI8 and will also take into 
account the input obtained during the 
piloting phase of the Ethics Guidelines 
prepared by the High-Level Expert Group 
on AI” (White Paper: On Artificial 
Intelligence…). Representing the 
European Commission President Ursula 
von der Leyen announced the plan 
(Shaping Europe's digital future…) at a 
press conference with the goal is to 
promote “trust, not fear.”  The plan also 
includes measures to update the European 
Union’s 2018 AI strategy (Rabesandratana, 
2018) and pump billions into Research and 
Development over the next decade 
(Shaping Europe's digital future…).  
   It can be seen that the EU attempts to 
come up with a solid and all-inclusive 
regulatory framework, with no doubts on 
the probabilities of threats and risks as 
well. Thus, it not a surprise that The 
commission requests binding rules for 
“high-risk” (The EU sticks to its risk-based 
solutin here as well as in the case of 
drones.) uses of AI in sectors like health 
care, transport, or criminal justice. 
Accordingly, the criteria to deter-
mine/define risk may include cons-
iderations such as whether it could be 
harmful to someone, by an AI driven car 
or a medical device/tool, for instance, or 







they’re affected by an AI’s decision, such 
as when it is used in job recruitment or 
policing. For high-risk scenarios, the 
commission intends to put a stop to 
indecipherable “black box” AIs by 
demanding human oversight. The rules 
needs to govern the large data sets used in 
training AI systems, safeguarding and 
guaranteeing that they are legally acquired, 
traceable to their source, and sufficiently 
broad to train the system. The liability for 
an AI system’s actions is supposed to be 
dealt with by the law, from both the users’ 
sides and the manufacturers’ or designers’ 
sides as well.  
   As for the high-risk applications have to 
be presented to be compliant with the 
rules/regulations before being installed in 
the European Union. The commission 
also proposes to offer a “trustworthy AI” 
certification, to inspire voluntary 
compliance in low-risk uses. Although EU 
countries such as Germany have 
announced plans to install these systems, 
officials say they often violate EU privacy 
laws, including special rules for police 
work (Grüll, 2020). I argue that the new AI 
strategy is not merely about regulation. 
The commission may be able to produce 
an “action plan” for incorporating AI into 
public services such as public transport 
and health care, and even more.  
   The commission is calling for more 
R&D, including AI “excellence and testing 
centres” and a new industrial partnership 
for AI that could invest billions. Alongside 
its AI plan, the commission also drawn a 
separate strategy to encourage data 
sharing, in part to backing up the 
development of AI. 
 
   Report No. A9-0186/2020 presented 
by the European Parliament 
   The Report observes the necessity of the 
mutual goal of European Union for a 
regulatory framework for the progress and 
expansion, distribution and use of artificial 
intelligence, robotics and associated/inter-
related technologies (‘regulatory frame-
work for AI’) should allow citizens to share 
the benefits drawn from their potential, 
while protecting citizens from the poten-
tial risks of such technologies and 
upholding and supporting the reliability of 
such technologies in the European Union 
and elsewhere; that framework should be 
built on Union law and values and guided 
by the principles of transparency, fairness, 
accountability and responsibility, under-
standing and in accordance with the core 
values of the European Union. 
   This regulatory framework is of vital 
importance in order to avoid the 
disintegration of the Internal Market, 
which may result from conflicting and 
different national legislation.  The com-
mon regulatory framework can help 
nurture much needed investment, improve 
data infrastructure and support research.  
   Also it should consist of common legal 
obligations and ethical principles as set out 
in the proposal for a Regulation. Still, it 
should be established and be consistent 
with the improved regulation guidelines.  
The Union has a strict legal framework in 







alia, the protection of personal data and 
privacy and non-discrimination, to support 
and encourage gender equality, environ-
mental protection and consumers’ rights; 
whereas such a legal framework consisting 
of an extensive body of horizontal and 
sectoral legislation, as well as the existing 
rules on product safety and liability, will 
continue to apply concerning artificial 
intelligence, robotics and related techno-
logies, though certain adjustments of 
specific legal instruments may be necessary 
to reflect the digital transformation and 
address new challenges posed by the use of 
artificial intelligence. The report also states 
that there are (major) concerns that the 
recent European Union legal framework, 
including the consumer law and 
employment and social acquis, data 
protection legislation, product safety and 
market surveillance legislation, as well as 
antidiscrimination legislation may no 
longer be suitable for purpose to 
effectively challenge and confront the risks 
created by artificial intelligence, robotics 
and related technologies.  And, in addition 
to amendments to current legislation, legal 
and ethical inquiries with regard to AI 
technologies ought to be addressed 
through an effective, comprehensive and 
future-proof regulatory framework of 
European Union law reflecting the 
Union’s principles and values as preserved 
and protected in the Treaties and the 
Charter of Fundamental Rights that ought 
to avoid over-regulation, by only closing 
existing legal gaps, and increase legal 
certainty/decrease legal uncertainty for 
businesses and citizens alike, namely by 
including mandatory measures to prevent 
practices that would undoubtedly under-
mine fundamental rights (del Blanco, 
8.10.2020). As it is suggested by and can be 
drawn from this report as well, the existing 
EU regulatory framework for AI seems to 
struggle with not having the nature of 
being “common” (for the purpose of EU 
harmonization processes) and with being 
unfit to face the challenges presented by 
AI.  
   Needless to say, I assume that can be 
applied to any novel technologies by 
implication. AI is set to transform all walks 
of life, there may not be any segments of 
society remaining untouched or un-
disturbed. As a general-purpose techno-
logy, its constant development and 
application will speed up innovation across 
all dimensions of human enterprise. These 
changes can both offer remarkable 
progresses to public welfare and we must 
not forget that they can create unparalleled 
public risk as well. Thus, it has been and 
will be crucial to attempt to minimize that 
risk, plus, it is vital to comprehend how the 
progress and application of AI is presently 
being ruled and overseen. Remodelling or 
(re)forming the regulatory framework to 
address accumulating and growing 
regulatory issues/concerns related to 
(disruptive or/novel) technologies comes 
to be more and more essential. Planning or 
developing a regulatory framework that 
guarantees the protection of users and the 
public, while aiding the commercial use 







innovation seems even more complex and 
complicate(Butenko & Larouche, 2015). 
This appears “factual” in contemporary 
settings, where innovation is faster and the 
global distribution of that technology is 
much faster (McGrath, 2013; Desilver, 
2014). 
 
   AI regulation US (Guidance for 
Regulation of Artificial Intelligence 
Applications) 
   The government of the United States has 
already taken numerous initiatives to 
address the growing concern of AI’s 
relationship to national security and its 
regulation. Among them is the creation of 
the Defense Innovation Board launched in 
2016 with a renewable 2-year mandate 
whose mission, in part, is to give the 
Secretary of Defense and other related 
government officials with advice and 
recommendations to address future 
challenges in technology and capabilities 
(Pellerin, 2016; Ten Commandments of 
Software…). On February 11, 2019, 
President Trump signed Executive Order 
13859 announcing the American AI 
Initiative — the United States’ national 
strategy on artificial intelligence. This 
strategy is a concentrated effort to 
encourage and protect national AI 
technology and innovation. The Initiative 
implements a whole-of-government 
strategy in collaboration and engagement 
with the private sector, academia, and the 
public, and like-minded international 
partners in agreement with it. It guides the 
Federal government to follow five pillars 
for progressing AI: first, invest in AI 
research and development (R&D), the 
next is to unleash AI resources, third is to 
eliminate barriers to AI innovation, the 
penultimate is to educate/train an AI-
ready workforce, and the last is to support 
an international environment that is 
supportive of American AI innovation and 
its responsible use. The U.S. is also 
supportive to AI tech in order to aid the 
Federal government work more effectively 
in its own services and missions in 
dependable ways.  
   In February 2020, the White House rele-
ased the American Artificial Intelligence 
Initiative: Year One Annual Report. In the 
year since the AI Executive Order was 
signed, the Administration called for 
record amounts of AI R&D investment, 
led the development of the first 
international statement on AI Principles, 
issued the first-ever strategy for 
engagement in AI technical standards, 
published the first-ever reporting of 
government-wide non-defense AI R&D 
spending, and released the first-ever AI 
regulatory document for the trustworthy 
development, testing, deployment, and 
adoption of AI technologies (Maintaining  
American  Leadership…). 
   Regulation is commonly defined as “the 
sustained and focused attempt to alter the 
behaviour of others according to standards 
or goals, with the intention of producing a 
broadly identified outcome” (One of the 
latest views on the subject presented in the 
form of a case study by Leenders, 2019) 







Somsen, 2009; Moses, 2013). For a 
regulatory regime to be effective, it needs 
to have a clear (working) definition of what 
it regulates. Regrettably, there are numero-
us different definitions of AI circulating 
among experts in the field.(Scherer, 2016 – 
for more information on AI and  updates, 
consult, for example, this website: The 
Regulation of Artificial Intelligence  – A 
Case Study of the Partnership on AI).  
   The non-technical definition that is 
predominant and widespread in the 
literature on AI policy is that an AI is any 
digital tool or system that is capable of 
performing tasks that, if performed by a 
human, would be said to require 
intelligence (Brundage & others, 2018; 
Scherer, 2016). A vital implication of this 
definition is that AI is a technology 
assuming general purpose, the com-
bination of intelligence with computing 
properties has the possibility to increase 
productivity across all industries by 
speeding up invention/innovation 
(Brundage & Bryson, 2016)- The repeated 
importance of AI is powered by the 
progress of a (wide) range of machine 
learning (ML) techniques. These 
techniques are used to create digital 
systems that can “improve their 
performance on a given task over time 
through experience” (Brundage & others, 
2018). A combination of cheaper and 
enhanced and upgraded computer 
processing power, access to enormous and 
organised training datasets, and algo-
rithmic innovation has enabled machine 
learning academics and professionals to 
make important innovations in a great 
variety of domains generally assumed to be 
key elements of AI (Brundage & Bryson, 
2016; Calo, 2017)- 
   The risk to public welfare springs from 
two different forms of AI. The AI 
literature categorises existing and up-to-
date ML techniques as “narrow AI”, 
consisting of greatly specialized statistical 
models that have been trained to match or 
surpass performance at a human level at a 
specific task, in a specifically and precisely 
well-defined environment (Campolo & 
Others, 2017). The progress and use of 
narrow AI is connected with substantial 
risks concerning personal privacy, bias, 
inequality and prompt computerisation/ 
robotics (Brundage & others, 2018 – to get 
to know more on limiting technology: 
Mulligan, 2008). One of the major 
concerns is definitely connected to the 
above mentioned personal privacy, which 
can be said to be greatly linked to (novel) 
technology as well. However, the media-
generated doubts/issues/concerns and 
(great) expectations of AI commonly 
concern Artificial General Intelligence 
(AGI). By definition, AGI refers to a 
system that equals or surpasses human 
level performance at any task across 
multiple domains, independent of its 
training milieu.  
   Though there is presently no clear 
progress “line” toward AGI, a survey of AI 
experts gives a 10% chance of such AI 
being developed by 2024, and a 50% 
chance of it being developed by 2050 







Flynn, 2017). AGI presents public welfare 
risks on a different order of magnitude, 
including geopolitical security concerns, 
labour market dislocations and extreme 
economic inequality.  
   Some researchers even identify an 
existential risk to the survival of our 
species, if we fail to control or align an 
AGI with our values (Bostrom, Dafoe & 
Flynn, 2017). Other researchers, for 
example, Katja Grace, John Salvatier, 
Allan Dafoe, Baobao Zhang and Owain 
Evans, while analysing the possible 
impacts and progresses in artificial 
intelligence (AI), they predict that AI will 
transform modern life by remodelling 
transportation, health, science, finance, 
and the military, and we may add 
regulation (see: Calo, 2015, 513. p.) and 
privacy as well. In order to adapt public 
policy/regulation, it seems essential for us 
to better anticipate these progresses. They 
report their findings from a large survey of 
machine learning researchers on their 
beliefs about progress in AI. These 
researchers predict that “AI will out-
perform humans in many activities in the 
next ten years, such as translating 
languages (by 2024), writing high-school 
essays (by 2026), driving a truck (by 2027), 
working in retail (by 2031), writing a 
bestselling book (by 2049), and working as 
a surgeon (by 2053). Researchers believe 
there is a 50% chance of AI outperforming 
humans in all tasks in 45 years and of 
automating all human jobs in 120 years, 
with Asian respondents expecting these 
dates much sooner than North Americans. 
These results will inform discussion 
amongst researchers and policymakers 
about anticipating and managing trends in 
AI” (Grace & others, 2018).  
 
   Conclusion 
   This study has only attempted to offer 
some preliminary observation related to 
the discussion on the development and 
application of AI that seem to present 
unique regulatory challenges. In addition, 
it looks that the prospect of AGI can 
create a competitive dynamic that priori-
tizes the fast development of AI over the 
safe development of AI.  
   The dynamic affects the corporations 
developing AI technology, and the 
countries tasked with regulating them. 
Traditional regulatory solutions seem ill-
suited to the task of minimizing public risk 
while sustaining innovation. Self-regu-
lation can be identified as an alternative 
form of governance where an industry 
designs/creates and puts in force new 
rules, standards and ethics for themselves, 
often in “areas where government rules are 
lacking” (Haufler, 2001, 8-10. p.). I posit 
that a self-regulatory system has the 
possibility to be an effective and practical 
solution to the unique regulatory 
challenges of AI, and could assist and 
allow the AI industry to overcome the 
competitive dynamic that incentivises AI 
progress/growth haste over safety. 
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